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LETTER OF FUS FIXICO

Well, so Hotgun he say he take up and didn't

had no greens to eat except poke leaves. The frost

was left nothing in his sofky patch but crab grass

and his one-horse plow and a set a chain harness.

But Hotgun he say he was glad it wasn't a cyclone.

Well, so I like to know what kind a man Secretary

It's Cocked is anyhow. Look like he didn't had no

safety notch and couldn't stand cocked. He was

change his mind every time before he get it jade up

good. When he do anything he acts like he was sorry

and take it back after it's too late in the day.

So He was had Toni Ryali change the message he was

sent to Taus Big Pie and say, "Well, so I don't want no

monkey business when I get off of the train in

Muskogee. I dan't want to hear no brass band playing

Dixie or big talk about statehood and things like

that. So you must stay in your office and work same



as a beaver instead hanging up flags and running

down to depot to see if it's train time yet; so

when I come there sure enough the people wont

think Ringling Brothers was in town to give a show."

Then I was told Hotgun about it he say, "Well, so

I don't see how Secretary It's Cocked catch on to

anything down here if he don't get out with the boys

and had a good time and get acquainted.

Well, so I think Dennis Flynn was smarter man

than Rob It Owing, 'cause he make a stride soitietiilie

and shon he vmn't stood still and uy -1)0t,-t  tha

the same thing all time. Dennis Flynn was change

his mind for one statehood,but Rob It Owing was want

two statehood like he say ten years ago and was made

me think about a poker player that was stood pat on

two dueces and nothing to nigger with.

Well, so I see in the newspapers they was lots

a candidates for Creek thief 'sides Pleas Porter and

Charley Gibson and Legus Perryman and Yaha Tastanuggee.

But I think it was laid Uetveen Yaha and Charley

'cause they get all the Injin votes and was left

nothing for Pleas and Legus but niggers to vote for

them and maybe so a few half breeds that was hungry for



If,

pie.

Uotguxi he don't care much for politics like

in olden times when he could get on the jury and

draw 1.50 a day for three weeks, or maybe so be

lighthorse captain and have lots a prisoners to

hoe in his sofky patch for nothing and get paid

for feeding them on apusky and sour bread.
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